TheInnerRevolution.Org Presents

Do We Really Want an Inner Revolution, or
Do We Want Everyone Else to Change?
In person in two locations or via videoconference from anywhere!
If we’re being honest, most of us feel aggrieved by others – family members, people in our
communities, the government, the left/right/center. And we know the solution: He should stop
drinking, gambling, womanizing; my colleagues/bosses/community should be more appreciative of my value; the government should whatever; and the left/right/center should see it my
way. Okay, we’re probably right. Probably all these things do need to happen. But what about
us? What changes do WE need to make?
We at TheInnerRevolution.Org have been holding some fantastic monthly events where we look at
our world and ourselves at the same time. For example we’ve worked on political polarization, the
abortion divide and turning the economy on its head.
We are reaching out to people, not sides. We are examining the
“whys,” not just the “whats.” And we’re offering original and – we
think – helpful analyses that go beyond the usual polarization,
and we’ve got our radio show and more, always promoting the
fight for Oneness, Accountability and Mutual Support.
And we’ve noticed an interesting pattern. People say, “Right on!
That’s just what we need. So glad you’re doing this.” And then
they go right back to polarization, shame and blame. And we do
that TOO. To be honest, we have to fight the same tendency in
ourselves every day.
So we’re holding our July Call to Conversation on the topic of
“Do We Really Want an Inner Revolution?” And we’re going to
talk about why we don’t; what would happen if we did; and how
to change our attitude, if we can. And if you’re smiling, nodding
or wincing, join us. We appreciate every one who says, “So glad
you’re doing this.” But, hey, jump into the pool with us for a penetrating, honest and good-humored couple of hours. Our event
will once again be led by InnerRevolution.Org founder Beth
Green, an intuitive counselor, facilitator, author, composer and
singer/songwriter who loves to get real about herself and all of
us. This is a free event, but donations are welcome. Hope to see
you there!

Saturday, July 1, 2017
10 am —1 pm PST
In person in San Diego*,
in McKenzie Bridge,
Oregon, or online
anywhere
TheInnerRevolution.Org is a
non-profit organization
supporting the shift from “I”
to “We” — dedictaed to
Oneness, Accountability and
Mutual Support.

To RSVP, or for location options and instructions on how to join online, please contact Chris Reese at
chris@theinnerrevolution.org or at (760) 505-4312. *The in person location in San Diego is Church of
the Brethren, 3850 Westgate Pl, San Diego, CA.

